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Figure 1: A comparison between the common graph visualization and ModulGraph-based graph visualization. (left) A simple example of
visualizing a graph. (right) The result of ModulGraph.

Abstract
Large graph visualization has become a dominant problem in multiple big data analytics domains, including media analytics, social
network dynamics, resource management in cloud computing environments, air travel, large networks. A practical approach to displaying massive graphs is by partitioning according to well defined
domain-dependent attributes. However, graph visualization in the
presence of incomplete information is an open challenge in many
applications. In order to better visualize and understand patterns
in large graphs, local pattern discovery becomes a critical step in
deciding the structural components of graph visualization. In this
paper, we present a modularity-based graph visualization method,
termed as the ModulGraph. The ModulGraph is a hierarchical representation that treats a graph as a set of modules. The main objective of this work is to hierarchically detect graph patterns in order
to visualize large graph data and adapt the interconnecting structures to potential interactions between local module streams. Our
main contribution is a graph visualization method that can flexibly
detect the local patterns or substructures, called modules, in large
graphs. The second contribution is a hybrid modularity measure.
This measures hierarchically the cohesion of the graph at various
levels of details. We aggregate clusters of nodes and edges into
several modules for the purpose of reducing the overlap on the display. Graph patterns of modules are processed by the ModulGraph
system in order to avoid information loss while a sub-graph is represented as a single node. Our experiments show that this method
can support large-scale graph visualization for visual media exploration and analysis.
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Introduction

Large graph analysis and visualization has gained much interest in
the big data analytics community. Graph connectivity patterns are
of interest in detecting unexpected features and allow us to discover
and isolate points of interest in massive networks of attributed data
such as social networks, modern transportation networks, document
referencing, academic citations, semantic nets, and many others.
However, the effect of graph visualization is often limited to the size
of the display. To minimize clutter and noise, it is often desirable
to aggregate the components of large graphs into clear modules in
order to help users cope with graph size limitations and effectively
gain insights of attributed graph data.
In this paper, we present the ModulGraph, a flexible graph visualization framework, that can adapt to large-scale graph pattern visualization. The main idea of this paper is to partition the graph

into several clusters and visualize the relationships between clusters. For example, in social networks, strong clusters represent social communities. By visualizing these clusters, we can often find
missing or related information. Hence, we can further design the
graph patterns for each cluster and allow users to understand the
structure of the graph.
We first address the problem of module-based graph visualization
according to modularity measure. Second, a graph simplification
method is adopted to accelerate module detection. Third, each
graph pattern in the module is analyzed to enhance the module visualization. Forth, the visualization of ModulGraph is constructed
from two parts. The first part is a community graph that indicates
the basic structure of the original graph. Another part is graph pattern visualization. We use symbolic signature instead of simple
node in the community graph. Our experiments show that ModulGraph can effectively transform large graph data into communities
.
Our method can also be extended to a dynamic graph visualization
that can present the evolution of the graph. In addition, ModulGraph is suitable for aggregating graphs from different time steps
into a super-graph in order to explore the whole structure.
This rest paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows related
work of graph visualization. Section 3 presents the community detection method we will select and analyses the graph patterns. The
visualization of ModulGraph is presented in this section. Section 4
describes our cases of experiments and discusses the results. Section 5 concludes this work and plan the future work.
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Related Work

For tracking and understanding large graphs, most of the research
topics have been focused on information visualization. Zinsmaier
and his colleagues [Zinsmaier et al. 2012] are inspired from the
technique of Level-of-Detail in computer graphics discipline and
introduced straight-line graph drawing that can be rendered interactively with level of detail in order to visualize large-scale contents.
Since the single screen is limited for visualizing the large graph,
the solution of multi-screen is adopted by the researcher as shown
in [Chae et al. 2012], however the multi-screen approach imposes
restrictions on the space and interactions.

glyphs. Our work is similar to Dunne et al. [Dunne and Shneiderman 2013], but we focus on modularity-based motif detection.

3

ModulGraph

ModulGraph is a graph that can be viewed as an abstraction of a
large graph. We denote the topology of the large graph with G =
(V, E), where V = [v0T , v1T , ..., vnT ], (vi ∈ R2 ) denotes the vertices and E denotes the undirected edges. The ModulGraph is defined as Mg = (M, E), where M = [mT0 , mT1 , ..., mTn ], (mi ∈
R2 ) denotes the modules and E denotes the undirected edges,
where each edge has a weight of w = |E|. Each m is summarized as a vector with several features such as the relative position
of the module, module type, sub-node count and sub-link count. All
of these features can be calculated through the module detection.

3.1

Module Detection

On the whole, each module could be considered as a community
in the graph. Hence, the community detection method called Modularity Classes as described in [Newman 2006] can be adopted to
find the communities from a graph. A further improved method
called Louvain is presented by Blondel et. al [Blondel et al. 2008],
which reduce the calculation of the modularity and make scene
of large counts of communities detection. Modularity Classes is
time-consuming for dealing with large-scale graph and the precision of the Louvain is less than previous one. We present a hybrid
modularity-based method in order to take the advantages of these
two methods. Our method is based on the modularity and is suitable
for calculating the modules for a large graph. The process of finding the modules is optimizing the modularity of the linked nodes.
The modularity can be defined as [Newman 2006]:

Q=



1 X
ki kj
Amn −
λ(si , sj )
2m i,j
2m

(1)

where Amn indicates the linking state of two nodes such as i and j,
ki is the count of the linked nodes for the node i and λ(si , sj ) notes
that whether the two nodes is belong to the same community.

Newman [Newman 2006] used modularity to measure the performance of the algorithm on community detection. They converted
the problem into an optimization problem. Blondel et al. [Blondel et al. 2008] presented an accelerating method called Louvain
for modularity-based community detection. They demonstrated the
performance of Louvain on several large graphs.
Some methods of graph simplification are presented such as graph
summarization [Tian et al. 2008], HiMap [Shi et al. 2009] and KCore [Baxter et al. 2012]. Graph summarization method [Tian et al.
2008] allows the user to interactively control the resolution of each
aggregation in a large graph. HiMap [Shi et al. 2009] is presented
to visualize large-scale social network through hierarchical summarization. Complexity reduction via K-Core [Baxter et al. 2012] is
used to remove the nodes with less than k links.
Rosvall [Rosvall and Bergstrom 2008] and Louvain [Blondel et al.
2008] discuss the community aggregation. This aggregates the
nodes of a community into a super-node. A machine learning
method called Belief Propagation [Horng et al. 2011] is adopted
to infer the other nodes that may be of interest in order to explore
large graphs. Dunne et al. [Dunne and Shneiderman 2013] improve the graph visualization readability through drawing different

Figure 2: Simplified community visualization.
In order to elastically detect the communities, we remove the function of λ(si , sj ) that requires complex calculation for a large graph.
The optimized modularity Q0 can be denoted as [Blondel et al.

2008]. Therefore we can define the hybrid modularity Qh as follow:

Qh =

Q, (cv + cl ) ≤ ε
Q0 , (cv + cl ) > ε

(2)

where ε means a parameter of the hybrid modularity, which is based
on the power of computing. cv indicates the vertex count of the
graph and cl indicates the edge count of the graph.
By using the hybrid modularity-based method, we can effectively
detect the communities as shown in Fig. 1(left). Different communities are assigned with different colors. In order to observe the
graph clearly, each community can be visualized as a node instead
of crowd nodes as shown in Fig. 2. Modules are easy for the people
to gain insights of the whole structure of the graph.

3.2

Module Pattern Definition

In order to further gain insights of modules, we analyze the patterns
of each community. Wernicke [Wernicke 2006] present a method
to detect motifs in large network. Motifs indicates the link patterns
in the graph. Inspired from motifs, we calculate several pattern
factors to analyze each module type of its internal graph, as well as
other significant features such as module size, linking weight and
visibility.

Furthermore, the definition of the module in the graph could be
applied for the whole graph after hierarchically module the massive
graph. We define the factor of screen size as w, h and the iteration
of module as i. The default value of i is 1. If the count of the
nodes in the graph is far greater than ηwh, we increase the module
iteration of i until the size of node in new graph is nearly the value
of ηwh. η is a free parameter that reflects the blank space among
the nodes in the display.

3.4

Visualization Design

The basic ModulGraph layout can be calculated by using directforce algorithm in order to ensure each module will not be overlapping with other ones. The basic idea of our visualization design for
ModulGraph is try to visualize the specific patterns instead of the
crowd nodes in a large graph. The visual elements of each module includes a circle with different radius called mc , a bound with
different width called mb , an icon that indicates the module pattern
called mp and the a set of edges that connect the related modules
called me . Each edge between modules has different width according to the weight of the edge.

We design the module as five types such as low-center, high-center,
circle, low-connection and high-connection as shown in Fig. 3. The
types can be adjusted according to the requirement. The type of
module can be detected from the link count statistics of each node
in the internal graph.
Figure 5: A description of visualization design.

(a) l-center

(b) h-center

(c) circle

(d) l-con

(e) h-con

Figure 3: Five types of graph modules.

We choose the color themes from the Google themes to indicate
different modules. Since the color is still limited, number in the
center of the module can be shown to indicate the id of the module.
When the modules are too many to display, it is available visualize
the ModulGraph through a hierarchical way that is similar to the
level of detail method [Zinsmaier et al. 2012].
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(a) Original graph

(b) ModulGraph

Experiments and Results

In the implementation, we use D3 [Bostock et al. 2011] to visualize the result on a computer with 2.8GHz Intel i7 CPU and 16GB
RAM. We implement the visualizations in the Chrome browser. We
select several large graph datasets from SNAP [Leskovec and Krevl
2014] that is a data library for analyzing of large information networks. The selected dataset is from Facebook, DBLP, YouTube,
LiveJournal and Orkut as shown in Table. 1. Some results of ModulGraph are shown in Fig. 6. From the result we can denote that the
graph patterns are easy to find.

Figure 4: A simple example of ModulGraph.
Table 1: The details of the selected datasets.

3.3

Hierarchical Module

When the graph is massive, the community viewing may not be
satisfied on the limited display. Based on our Module Detection
method, we can extend it with hierarchical module method. Hierarchical module means that the detected communities in the previous
detection process can be considered as the input of new community
detection.

Datasets
Facebook
DBLP
Youtube
LiveJournal
Orkut

Nodes

Edges

Module

4,039
317,080
1,134,890
3,997,962
3,072,441

88,234
1,049,866
2,987,624
34,681,189
117,185,083

16
442
9821
21327
1969

Brief
Modules
8
6
244
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present the ModulGraph, a visualization method
for visualizing large graphs. A hierarchical community detection
method is presented to integrate the nodes that belong to the same
community into a new integral module. Second, we give an available visual method to present the modules and show the relationships among them.
In the future, we plan to visualize graphs from streaming data as
dynamic ModulGraph. The context change between the modules
should be considered. Since the capacity of a single computer is
limited for large graph computation, we plan to build on top of
GraphX [Xin et al. 2013] and modify the modularity model to further achieve interactive visualization of massive graphs.
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